MEANING-FILLED ACTIVITIES
Moving from Mathematics Instruction to Numeracy Development
What is a meaning-filled activity? Students need to see value in
working on a task – they need to see that it is worth the time to
complete an activity.
This webinar highlighted the importance of creating engaging
and meaningful learning activities that draw on mathematical
knowledge as well as a range of skills and strategies. If it doesn't
have a context, it's not real numeracy!

After the webinar, participants were asked to:





Choose a learning outcome from the Mathematics Program of Studies.
Design an activity that will be meaningful and help students develop numerate behavior.
Try it out with your students.
Observe the activity and note the students’ level of engagement and the connections they are
making with mathematics.
 Share your observations!
Click here to view a PDF of the Meaning-Filled Activities webinar http://www.numeracyforallab.ca/uploads/2/6/6/7/26675047/2015_meaning-filled_activities.pdf
Please view examples of meaning-filled activities submitted by participants below:

Pizza! Pizza! Get Your Pizza Here!
Learning Outcomes:
Patterns and Relations (Patterns)
Use patterns to describe the world and to solve problems.
 Demonstrate an understanding of oral and written patterns and their equivalent linear relations.
 Create a table of values from a linear relation, graph the table of values, and analyze the graph
to draw conclusions and solve problems.
Meaning-filled Activity:
Student will sell pizza to the school every Tuesday at lunch time. Student will be responsible for finding
out how many pieces of pizza each student wants, determining the amount owed and change.
Observations/Reflections:
The student has taken great pride in his responsibility for selling pizza. He has had a difficult time
transitioning to junior high and having an important job has helped him develop an identity in the
building.
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Before the activity he could not consistently identify a loonie or toonie, nor did he know their value. He
now consistently sorts loonies, toonies, and quarters; knows their name and value; and is able to
independently make correct change. He looks forward to Tuesday (also helping him keep track of the
days of the week) and loves taking his two slices of pizza (payment for helping) back to his homeroom.
We will continue running this activity so the student can consolidate his knowledge and skills.

Recycling Around the School
Learning Outcomes:
Number (Develop Number Sense)
 Develop and demonstrate number sense to
describe quantities, represent numbers in multiple
ways and apply appropriate arithmetic operations
 Communicate mathematically and investigate the
application of number concepts and operations in a
variety of career and workplace situations, working
individually or as members of a team.
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Meaning-filled Activity:
The student and teaching assistant take the bottles that we have collected from around the school to
the bottle depot once a week. The student sorts the bottles, milk containers, juice boxes, and clear
bottles from green bottles which may take from 40 minutes to 60 minutes. The student is required to
put 40 containers into a tub.
Observations/Reflections:
This student likes to be working in the community and is completely committed to the task. He is very
successful in this environment.

Managing a Restaurant
Learning Outcomes:
Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
Use patterns to describe the world and to solve problems.
 The student will represent algebraic expressions in multiple ways.
 They will evaluate an expression given the value of the variables.
Meaning-filled Activity
Our class runs a restaurant every Wednesday. Teachers and parents in
the school make reservations. On Tuesday as part of the preparation, 2
students will complete bills for the customers. The common variable is
that meals are $8. Students look to see how many people are sitting at
each table and fill in the final cost on the bills.
Students are encouraged to find the total cost in multiple ways. Some
students will count groups of 8 mentally. Others will use a multiplication
chart or a calculator.
Background Info:
Our school provides a Healthy Snack Program for all of our students. Each
morning 4 large bowls are placed around the school; each bowl contains a variety of
snack items (pepperoni sticks, granola bars, fruit strings, apples, oranges,
bananas, peas, carrots, etc.). One of our General Living Skills students
has taken on the responsibility of the program for his work experience
course. He budgets, makes grocery lists, grocery shops, prepares snack
bowls, collects and washes each bowl at the end of the day.
Staff required information about the following:
 how quickly food items are being picked up from the bowls;
 what are the most popular food items
 what are the least favorite snack items
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Learning Outcomes:
Statistics and Probability (Data Analysis)
Collect, display and analyze data to solve problems.
 Collect first-hand data and organize it using:
o tally marks
o line plots
o charts
o lists
to answer questions.
 Graph collected data and analyze the graph to solve problems.
 Use experimental or theoretical probabilities to represent and solve problems involving
uncertainty.
 Demonstrate an understanding of probability by:
o identifying all possible outcomes of a probability experiment
Meaningful Activity:
The student prepared bowls with the same number of snack items each morning for a two week period.
He took a tally of food items in the snack bowls every two hours and recorded the information on a
chart. At the end of the day the student, with teacher support, counted and compared data. The student
took data on the food items for two days. On the third day the student was asked to predict what food
items would be the first to be chosen and what food items would remain at the end of the day. At the
end of the two week experiment the student and staff were able to make the following conclusions:
extra pepperoni sticks and fruit strings needed to be added to the snack bowls throughout the day and
that there was a need to replace oranges with another food item.
Observations/Reflections:
Initially the student struggled to understand the concept of making predictions. However, with teacher
modeling and time, he demonstrated comprehension. At first, the student required verbal prompting to
complete the task. However, his level of independence with the experiment greatly increased by the end of the two week
period. The student will continue to reference the collected data from this experiment when preparing his snack bowl
grocery shopping list.

Turn, Slide and Flip!
Learning Outcomes:
Shape and Space (Transformations)
 Demonstrate an understanding of line and rotation symmetry.
EQUALS - The student will predict and confirm results of transformations.
The outcome asked the students to demonstrate knowledge of flips, turns
and slides. I spent time teaching the concepts using the equals program and
I was convinced each student had a good understanding of what each
transformation was. At that point I gave the group of students a challenge.
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I then had students venture out within the school and find “cause and effect” type activities in which
slides, turns and flips were used. They came up with examples such as opening their lock (turn), locking
the bathroom stall (slide) and looking in the mirror (flip).
Observations/Reflections:
The level of and each member was excellent. By giving the students the chance to explore using causeand-effect methods, their knowledge of the three transformations was great. They have taken it upon
themselves to use their numeracy language in the classroom. For example, “I just saw you flip you book
open.”
One of the students, who doesn't speak a great deal even showed the whole
class about how the hands on the clock turn. I even caught a student teaching
another student about using turns to open his locker.
In this case, I felt it was important to teach the concepts first and then provide
them with the connection after. I considered providing them with some
examples first but I felt their level of engagement would be greater if they got
to explore.
The fact that they began using the language and teaching other students
confirmed to me that the learning activity was meaningful. Connections were
made and the information was generalized throughout other environments.
Lastly, I like how my students could tell me what would physically happen to the
object during the transformation but also, what the results would be using
cause-and-effect predictions and results.

’Orange’ You Glad It’s Christmas!
Learning Outcomes:
Number (Develop number sense)
 Demonstrate an understanding of division (limited to division related to multiplication facts up
to5 × 5) by:
o representing and explaining division using equal sharing and equal grouping
o creating and solving problems in context that involve equal sharing and equal grouping
o modelling equal sharing and equal grouping using concrete and visual representations, and
recording the process symbolically
Meaning-filled Activity:
Today we applied our math skills of sharing equally and counting to our 12 Days of Christmas numeracy
project. Seth was able to share by putting oranges in alternate bowls. “One for me... one for you.” He
then counted how many each person received. We worked on the concept of SAME.
Observations/Reflections:
The best part was eating the orange afterwards. Now that's real life application. He loves numeracy
rather than plain old math!
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Secret Santa and Shopping
Learning Outcomes:
Number (Develop Number Sense)
 Students will demonstrate an understanding of counting to 20.
Meaning-filled Activity:
The whole class will sit down and browse Walmart flyers, circling and sharing items they would like to
get for Christmas, ensuring the item is under $20.00. Students will choose a Secret Santa partner by
drawing a classmate's name out of a hat. The teacher will collect the flyers from the students and
secretly hand them over to the corresponding Secret Santa who will look at the flyer and brainstorm
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some ideas for a great Christmas gift. Students will count coins and/or five dollar bills to reach
$20.00. The class will take a field trip to Walmart and shop for his or her Secret Santa, based on the flyer
activity. Students will have the opportunity to make cash purchases for desired items and calculating the
correct amount of money by counting coins.
Observations/Reflections: Students LOVED this activity. Students should have background knowledge of
the value of Canadian coins. However, this activity can be modified in many ways. One student only
counted loonies because it was the only coin he knew the value of so he counted by 1’s. Another
student used toonies and counted by 2’s.

Hot Chocolate Event
Learning Outcomes:
Knowledge and Employability
Mathematics 8–9 /9
Strand: Number - Number Concepts and Number Operations
 Estimate and solve problems using numbers in everyday home, workplace and community
contexts, using technology as appropriate
 Develop and demonstrate number sense to describe quantities, represent numbers in multiple
ways and apply appropriate arithmetic operations
 Assess the reasonableness of calculations and problem-solving strategies
 Communicate mathematically and investigate the application of number concepts and
operations in a variety of career and workplace situations, working individually or as a member
of a team.
Meaning-filled activity:
Each month our students are expected to plan and host a school wide event that caters to the total
school population. In November we decided that it would be a Hot Chocolate Sale.
Two of our STEPS classes combined for this event, so we jointly presented our event and results. Our 10
students were involved in making and selling the hot chocolate. We used a large urn so it involved
measuring the chocolate, water and cream. We then decided that we would pre prepare the cups with
marshmallows in each cup so that it would speed up the process. This was a fabulous activity for the
students as they used the number line and counted out exactly five marshmallows per cup.
Observations/Reflections:
All of our students participated in this and although some of them needed total assistance, some of our
students were independent. They all showed engagement and some fully understood the concept of
the number line.
We then set up our hot chocolate table and with a lot of salesmanship and busking we almost sold
out. Some students had the opportunity to handle the money while others were involved with calling to
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their peers using Augmentative Communication Devices. It was a success and we look forward to
repeating it again.

Categorizing information
Learning Outcomes:
Statistics and Probability (Data Analysis)
 Construct, label and interpret circle graphs to solve problems
Related activity from Equals Math: 6.A.5-Make a bar graph with categorical data
Meaning-filled Activity:
I used the large activity mats that have two circles on them, and placed them at desks (station) around
the room. I then placed different manipulatives at each station. Some of the stations I set up were the
food, boxed food, sea animals, bugs and turtles. I set the students loose to put their items into two
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groups however they chose to. They just had to explain their decision to the class. After giving
explanations they would move to the next station with the direction to do it again and make sure you
make unique choices.
Observations/Reflections:
The students got really excited by this activity and enjoyed telling the rest of the students about their
choices. They were very creative, well thought out and they put a lot of effort into it. They did not
always follow their own criteria so that lead to some good discussions.
This lead to another activity with one of our non-verbal students. We placed the colored bowls on her
desk with a mix of the turtles, other sea creatures and bugs and we watched what she did. It was
interesting to see her thought process. Sometimes she sorted by color. Other times she sorted by
species. Other times I am not sure what she was sorting by but it made sense to her.
The next day we went a little further with this activity to take the same concept and create bar graphs. (I
didn’t take pictures of this activity). The students learned the idea of grouping information in a visual
way. They enjoyed the hands on activity more than making the graphs (and example of one is
provided).
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Time of Day
Learning Outcome:
Shape and Space (Measurement)
Use direct and indirect measurement to solve problems.
 Read and record time, using digital and analog clocks, including 24-hour clocks.
Meaning-filled Activity:
We had been working on the math concept of telling time to the hour and half hour. After introducing
the concept of time and a great deal of practice reading digital and analog clocks, we read the book Time
of Day (found in level G of Reading A-Z). In this book, the characters identify the different things that
they do throughout the day, noting the specific time at which they do them. I liked this book because
they had the characters using a variety of devices to tell time...wall clocks, watches, and clocks on
devices. After reading, we used the book as a springboard and created a schedule of what our day looks
like at school, which was modified to accommodate for on the hour and half hour blocks.

Understanding Temperature
Learning Outcomes:
Number (Develop number sense)
 Demonstrate an understanding of integers, concretely,
pictorially and symbolically (develop an understanding
of positive and negative numbers in relationship to
temperature)
Meaning-filled Activity:
Within this unit students had the opportunity to use
the following types of thermometers: body, water,
fridge/freezer, candy, meat, indoor/outdoor thermometer.
To make this unit meaningful for students they participated in the following activities:
 taking temperatures throughout the school (pool, hot tub, fish pond, classroom, courtyard)
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daily temperature reading outside at recess (graphed this information)
cooked a roast using a meat thermometer-made fudge using a candy thermometer
took our body temperature under our arms with a body thermometer
developed outfits for different temperatures and planned activities based on the temperature
used technology to identify temperature (weather network, computer, iPhone)

Observations/Reflections:
Students had a lot of fun. They enjoyed experimenting with the different thermometers. Students liked
the hands on activities and especially enjoyed eating what they made.

Restaurant Reservations
Learning Outcomes:
Develop number sense
Describe and apply mental mathematics strategies, such as:
 skip counting from a known fact
 using doubling or halving
 using doubling or halving and adding or subtracting one more group
 using patterns in the 9s facts
 using repeated doubling
to determine basic multiplication facts to 9 × 9 and related division facts.
Meaning-filled Activity:
Our class runs a restaurant every Wednesday. Teachers and parents in the school make
reservations. On Tuesday as part of the preparation, 2 students will complete bills for the
customers. The common variable is that meals are $8. Students look to see how many people are
sitting at each table and fill in the final cost on the bills.
Students are encouraged to find the total cost in multiple ways. Some students will count groups of 8
mentally. Others will use a multiplication chart or a calculator.
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